
Nothin’ quite like

Whether you’re replacing your faded and 
cracked piece or simply wanting to customize 
your musclecar, here’s what’s involved with a 
proper rear deck spoiler installation.

Text and photography by Dick Rozum

The late ‘60s and early ‘70s were the climax of the musclecar era,
and nothing adds style to a musclecar quite like a rear deck spoiler.
First Place Auto Products now offers correct reproduction spoilers
to fit many cars from the era we’ve all come to know and love.

Licensed by Ford Motor Company as a Ford Restoration Part, these
spoilers are exact reproductions of the originals and even include the
Ford Oval “Mark of authenticity” stampings. The spoiler kits are pro-
duced in the USA. In addition to the ‘70-‘71 Cyclone spoiler we are
installing here, First Place Auto Products also makes spoiler kits to fit
‘70 Mustangs, 1971-‘73 Mustangs, and ‘70 Cougars.

The wing blade is an ABS composite blend that duplicates the origi-
nal. It is molded in gray as original. The blade itself is supplied in black
primer and should be finish painted. First Place can supply the spoil-
er in Black finish paint for an extra charge. The length, weight, crown
and curve all duplicate the original Ford product. It is hollow cast and
does not rely on any secondary support such as rods or foam for
strength. The strength is inherent to the material itself, just like the
original Ford part. Now that is cool!

First Place Auto Products Spoiler Kits include everything you need to
install the spoiler, except the tools. We found the spoilers to be an
exact fit and very easy to install. In this day and age, it’s a pleasure to
see a quality product that looks and installs the way it’s supposed to.

http://www.carid.com/spoilers.html
http://www.carid.com/fpap/


Tech tip: It’s a good idea to install the spoiler first and then remove
it for final painting. This way you can be sure the fit is exactly to your
liking, instead of messing around with a freshly painted part.

We begin our installation by attaching the 2 stanchions to the blade. Lay
the blade on its top on a soft cloth surface to prevent scratches. Slide the
pivot pins into the stanchions and place the stanchions into the blade
with the pins fitting into the slots provided.

Place the two retaining brackets over the pin. The bracket with the
adjusting slot goes towards the inside of the spoiler, while the flat brack-
et goes to the outside.

Fasten the brackets with the black oxide Phillips head screws included.
After tightening the screws the stanchions should pivot firmly.
Tech tip: Do not over torque the screws, you are screwing into plastic
and the holes can be stripped.

Install the adjusting bolt and washer through the bracket into the stan-
chion using a ¼” Allen Wrench. “Snug” the adjusting bolts on both stan-
chions (just enough so they do not flop) in the most upright position for
installation. Once the spoiler is installed, you can adjust it to the angle
you prefer and then tighten the bolts. 

Place the spoiler stanchion gaskets over the studs, with bolts centered in
the thin areas provided for the studs. Pull the gasket down firmly allow-
ing the studs to pierce the rubber in the center. Note that the gaskets
are marked for right or left. The spoiler is now ready to install.

Screw the mounting studs into the spoiler stanchions.



Open the deck lid and fit the under deck reinforcement brackets to the
bottom side of the deck lid. Note that the deck lid comes from the fac-
tory with the spoiler mounting access hole already provided. Tape the
brackets into place and then drill the four mounting holes using a 3/16th
drill bit. Mount the plates in place using the 8 screws supplied.

Tech tip: When drilling into steel, be sure and use a sharp titanium drill
bit designed for steel, not a wood bit.

Using a good quality center punch; punch a small dimple into the deck lid
from the bottom in the center of the spoiler stud holes of the brackets.
Double check the marks on top of the deck lid before drilling. The mount-
ing centers of the wing are 36” and the marks on the deck lid should be
36” apart. In other words, check your measurements twice and drill once!

Tech tip: When center punching the metal, to prevent the drill bit from
“walking”, wrap a piece of wood with a towel or cloth and hold it on top
of the deck lid. This will help to prevent distortion in the metal.

Once you are sure of your measurements, drill the spoiler mounting holes
from the underside of the trunk lid using a 9/32nd drill bit.

Using a round file, smooth out the holes from the top side of the deck lid. 

Remove the under deck reinforcement brackets from the underside of the
deck lid.

Place the spoiler onto the deck lid. From the bottom side of the deck lid,
place two spacers on each stud holding them in place while reinstalling
the reinforcement brackets.

Next, fasten the reinforcement brackets to the deck lid using the sup-
plied screws.

Attach the spoiler to the deck lid using the retaining nuts supplied, being
careful to not over tighten them. Tech tip: Over-tightening the retaining
bolts can warp the sheet metal on the deck lid. You may have to add a
washer or two to the spacers to prevent warping. Check the clearances
before tightening. Top the studs off with the four rubber caps provided.

Nothin’ quite like



Close the deck lid and adjust the spoiler to the angle you prefer by loosing and retightening the adjust-
ing screw with a 1/4” Allen wrench.

Now you’re ready to cruise in style. Functionality factor? Just about nil, unless you plan on trav-
eling in excess of 100 mph on a consistent basis. But the cool factor is worth the price of admis-
sion. It’s amazing how a rear deck lid spoiler enhances the appearance of a musclecar!  

A short note on how we hooked up with First Place Auto Products: At the All-Ford Nationals
this past June, Greg Wurgler of First Place Auto Products came over to our display booth and
presented us with one of their brand new spoiler kits. It was for the ‘70 Cougar Eliminator pack-
age. When we told Greg that we didn’t have a project car in mind but that LFM publisher Dick
Rozum just purchased a ‘71 Cyclone GT with a ratty old spoiler, Greg just happened to have a
Cyclone kit with him too! Absolutely no disappointments with this awesome package from First
Place Auto Products. Highly recommended.  LFM
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Richard Ehrenberg, SAE

B
y the late-1960s, the factory
stylists had figured out what was
cool. On that short list, which
includes shaker hoods, big

scoops, cheese-grater grilles, and high-
impact colors, were the various wings,
spoilers, etc. But we’ve all seen those rather
grotesque fiberglass repro Go-Wings,
spoilers, etc. You know, the bulbous ones
that are about twice as thick as they should
be and look like they’re attached with
silicone glue. Ugh! But with the only choices
being a bazillion dollars for a well-used
original, or the aforementioned hideousness,
it’s no wonder many restorers and clone
builders have decided to do without. We
second that emotion. If you can’t do it right,

A WING AND A PRAYER DEPT

2. First Place Auto Products to the rescue! The UPS man brought us their 100%
complete Go-Wing kit. Most importantly, all dimensions are same as original, i.e.,
thickness, taper, length, width, height, crown, and curve. The spoiler blade itself is
molded in black ABS plastic (as original).

Praying for an exact repro wing that bolts on like the
factory stuff? Your prayers have been answered! 

Nude! What else to call an E-body sans rear wing?



don’t bother doing it at all. 
Why, we wondered, couldn’t

anyone come up with the good
stuff? Hey, it’s only a simple
plastic wing, right? Well, yes,
but...the correct OEM wing
package was an amazingly
complex engineering job,
coupled with materials fabricat-
ed from a wide array of unique

materials and using several
widely divergent construction
methods and production
processes. Huh, wha’d he say?
Well, it boils down to this: A
simple boat-repair shop, as
adept as they may be at
fiberglass repairs and construc-
tion, can never hope to have the
resources to make a correct

reproduction. Why? For starters,
there’s not even one gram, let
alone an ounce, of fiberglass in
a stock Go-Wing setup. The
wing itself is Acrylnitrile
Butadiene Styrene, a thermo-
plastic normally referred to as
styrene or ABS. The stanchions
are cast hollow pot-metal (i.e.,
zinc) and there are stamped

brackets, and oddball hardware
pieces galore. So tooling up for
a complete replica wing setup
has been, until recently, virtually
a dream. But one Mopar
enthusiast, Greg Wurgler,
wouldn’t rest until he found a
correct wing setup. Finding
either beat-up semi-useless
fragments, or stratospheric

6. If you’re adding a wing to an already painted car, protect the
finish. We like poster board for this.

5. Gaskets are correct “handed” (i.e., different left and right, and
have correct raised lip.

3. Correct hollow construction is provable.

4. All the unique OEM hardware has been flawlessly reproduced
by First Place. Note dog-point plated studs, high-crown, lock-
tooth Palnuts, and super-oddball, cad-plated adjuster/retainer
nuts.

7. Measure carefully using First Place’s reproduced factory
instructions.

8. Now (heart pounding) drill the holes. We suggest not center
punching, but, instead, starting with a small (1/8” or so) super-
sharp bit. Once the holes have been drilled, it’s a good idea to
brush-apply a little primer to the exposed bare metal surfaces.

GET SPOILED



prices, he bit the bullet and
simply reproduced the entire
wing kits, down to the smallest
part—even the factory instruc-
tion sheet. And he did it right
here in the U.S.A. 

Once the manufacturing
processes for the various
components were fine-tuned, it
was relatively easy to expand
the line to include replicas—
Wurgler says: flawless replicas—
for nearly every A, B, and E-

most difficult to reproduce as far
as shape and contour are
concerned (it’s the one that the
grotesquely bulbous fiberglass
looked so hideous). Upon
opening the box, we were blown
away. Wurgler, and his team at
First Place Auto Products, had
crossed the T’s and dotted the
I’s as far as appearance. We
even compared the components
to some original parts we had
lying around. The verdict: peas
in a pod, in fact, genetically so
close to what came down the
assembly line that Mopar has
accepted First Place’s spoiler
line into their certified resto
parts program.

Still, the proof of the pudding
is in the eating, so we found a
semi-nude ’71 ’Cuda and
installed First Place’s kit in its
entirety. The pictures will cover
the highlights, but we can boil it
down to this: If O.J. Simpson’s
glove had fit like this, he’d be up
the river right about now.

10. Position the gaskets, then
place the spoiler, with
stanchions and studs
installed, through the holes.
Install the Palnuts finger-
loose, then move the gaskets
into exact position (raised lip
showing all around). Then
snug the Palnuts.

12. Adjust the angle of attack as you wish (steeper angle for 175 MPH+) and you’re done!

11. Thread in the adjusters,
and attach the reinforcement
plates (two SEMS screws to
the U-nuts in photo 9). Now
back out the adjusters, as
shown, until they are just
flush with the brackets. Then
install the washers and nuts.

13. How’s it look? Yeah! Awesome!

14. Ok, Vern, you have a ’74
decklid on your ’70 225 CID
’Cuda that you’ve made into a
’71 HemiCuda ragtop. And the
’71-only factory-stamped
spoiler bracket cutouts aren’t
there—or are wrong. Where to
make the cutouts? First Place
has these incredible 3-
dimensional templates to
solve that problem. With care,
a nibbler, or small (3˝) cutoff
wheel. You can do a neat job
without damaging the outer
skin. Several other versions
are available, too.

15. Want correct semi-flexible 
front spoilers molded in black 
polyethylene plastic, as 
original? So do we. First Place 
has ’em!

body wing and front spoiler.

But are they really flawless?
How well do they really fit—and 
look? We ordered a ’71 Cuda kit
—arguably, the one that’s

9. Tinnerman U-nuts retain
the brackets, and snap right in
like stock.

Dodge®, Chrysler®, Plymouth® and Mopar® vehicle names, logos and images used
are registered trademarks of DaimlerChrysler Corporation used under license to
First Place Auto Products.
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